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Pilar Navalón is a partner in Garrigues’ Tax Department.

She practices in the area of tax law, with a special emphasis on private equity, M&A and indirect taxation
matters. She regularly participates in transactions involving company acquisitions and transfers, in corporate
restructuring transactions, and in implementing acquisition structures in private equity deals.

Experience

Pilar Navalón is a partner in Garrigues’ Tax Department.

She practices in the area of tax law, with a special emphasis on private equity, M&A and indirect taxation
matters.

From the Garrigues VAT, Customs and Indirect Taxes Department, she provides specialized advice to
companies in all kinds of industries, while also participating in advisory services relating to review and
inspection proceedings and to economic-administrative and judicial review proceedings in the indirect taxation
area.

In the M&A area, she provides recurring tax advice on company acquisitions and transfers, business group
restructuring transactions and the implementation of acquisition structures in private equity deals.

She also provides ongoing advice on tax matters, both domestic and international, to entities in the culture
and new technologies industries, with a high level of specialization in the audiovisual sector, which has
allowed her to work together with numerous entities in this sector on the implementation of legislative
changes in the tax area, while also handling any related tax litigation.

Academic background

Degree in Economics and Business Administration from Universidad Complutense de Madrid, having
completed her academic studies at Instituto Universitario San Pablo-CEU.



Master’s Degree in Tax Counseling, Centro de Estudios Garrigues.

Teaching activity

She is a regular speaker at seminars and conferences organized by the firm, as well as by a broad range of
associations and entities.

Memberships

Member of the Madrid Economists’ Association.

Publications

Coauthor of various books and manuals: "Nuevo Tratado de Fundaciones” (New Treaty on Foundations),
published by Thomson Reuters Aranzadi.


